
Swift 3X

Disrupt the status quo with the powerful performance of the
Swift 3x’s Intel® latest graphics solution and 11th Gen Intel®

Core™ Processor1. Carry your 1.37 kg companion with you
throughout the day, for up to 17.5 hours2 of all-day use, while
breezing through even the most task-intensive apps.

Up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor1

Latest Intel® Graphics Solution
Up to 17.5 -hour Battery2 with Fast Charging
14” FHD IPS, Narrow Bezel, 1.37 kg Light

Established in 1976, Acer is a
hardware + software + services
company dedicated to the research,
design, marketing, sale, and support
of innovative products that enhance
people’s lives. Acer’s product
offerings include PCs, displays,
projectors, servers, tablets,
smartphones and wearables. It is
also developing cloud solutions to
bring together the Internet of Things.
Acer celebrated its 40th anniversary
in 2016 and is one of the world’s top
5 PC companies.

The New Number One

With an 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor and the
revolutionary Intel® latest graphics solution, you’re
able to finish tasks faster with plenty of power to
spare for creation-focused work or even the
occasional game. Multiple cooling modes,
accessible via the Fn + F shortcut, dual heat pipes
and a device-lifting hinge, all combine to further
enhance the laptop’s performance.

Light, Modern Design

Go where you want, when you want, and be sure to
choose a color that calls to you – whether it be the
soothing hues of Safari Gold or the luscious tones
of Steam Blue. And at just 1.37 kg1, this laptop
stays with you throughout your daily adventures.

Clearer, Brighter Vision

Eye popping colors and details bring images and
videos to life in the 72% NTSC color gamut.
Through the use of narrow bezel, offering up an
84% screen-to-body ratio, users see more of the
14-inch FHD IPS screen. Eye strain is also
lessened and colors are improved with Acer
ExaColor™ and Acer Color Intelligence™.
 



1. Specifications may vary depending on model and/or region. All models subject to availability.
2. Battery life varies depending on product configuration, power settings and usage, among other factors. Please visit www.acer.com.
3. “Use” refers to video playback and “charge-time” refers to the laptop being switched off during charging.

All-Day Use

Spending all-day on the move requires a large
battery, and at 57Wh1 it’s capable of lasting for up
to 19 hours2. In cases of emergency it can also be
fast charged to provide 4-hours of use for just 30
minutes charge-time3.

Full Connectivity

Quickly connect to wireless networks with the latest
tech via 2x2 MU-MIMO Wi-Fi 6 (802.11 AX) and
Bluetooth 5.1. In addition, take full advantage of the
plentiful array of ports such as USB-C™,
Thunderbolt 41 and USB3.2 Gen 2 for fast data
transfer and power delivery. Plug in another display
via HDMI 2.0 for additional screen real estate.

Smarter Access

The embedded fingerprint reader is a quick and
secure way for Windows Hello to verify a user’s
identity without a password. You can also interact
with Cortana to schedule meetings, open programs
and more. DTS Audio also guarantees that
interactions with your smart assistant come through
crystal clear.

http://www.acer.com/

